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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a detailed hydrostatic model of the upper atmosphere of HD 189733b, with
the goal of constraining its temperature, particle densities, and radiation field over the pressure range
10−4−10µbar, where the observed Hα transmission spectrum is produced. The atomic hydrogen level
population is computed including both collisional and radiative transition rates. The Lyα resonant
scattering is computed using a Monte-Carlo simulation. The model transmission spectra are in broad
agreement with the data. Excitation of the H(2`) population is mainly by Lyα radiative excitation
due to the large Lyα intensity. The density of H(2`) is nearly flat over two decades in pressure, and
is optically thick to Hα. Additional models computed for a range of the stellar Lyman continuum
(LyC) flux suggest that the variability in Hα transit depth may be due to the variability in the stellar
LyC. Since metal lines provide the dominant cooling of this part of the atmosphere, the atmosphere
structure is sensitive to the density of species such as Mg and Na which may themselves be constrained
by observations. Since the Hα and Na D lines have comparable absorption depths, we argue that the
center of the Na D lines are also formed in the atomic layer where the Hα line is formed.
Keywords: line: formation – planets and satellites: atmospheres – planets and satellites: individual
(HD 189733b) – radiative transfer
1. INTRODUCTION
The first detection of an exoplanetary atmosphere was
accomplished via measuring the sodium doublet transit
signal of HD 209458b (Charbonneau et al. 2002). The at-
mosphere of HD 189733b has also been detected by Lyα
transit (Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2010; Bourrier et al.
2013). The species O I, Na I, and possibly K I (Pont et
al. 2013; Jensen et al. 2011) were detected by the Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST) (Ben-Jaffel & Ballester 2013;
Huitson et al. 2012; Pont et al. 2013). An indication
of an extended atmosphere was also found in X-ray by
Chandra (Poppenhaeger et al. 2013). The Hα, Hβ, and
Hγ hydrogen lines, and absorption lines from Na I and
possibly Mg I were detected in HD 189733b’s atmosphere
(Jensen et al. 2011, 2012; Cauley et al. 2015, 2016; Red-
field et al. 2008; Wyttenbach et al. 2015; Khalafinejad
et al. 2017), which shows the promise of ground based
telescopes in studying exoplanet atmospheres. An H2O
feature has been identified at 3.2µm during the secondary
transit (Birkby et al. 2013).
The atmosphere of HD 209458b has been modeled in
order to compare to the observed H Lyα, O, Si III, and
Na I lines (Fortney et al. 2003; Koskinen et al. 2013a,b;
Lavvas et al. 2014). For the purpose of studying the
Lyα emission spectrum, Menager et al. (2013) calculated
the Lyα resonant scattering process in the atmosphere of
HD 209458b, based on the atmospheric structure model
in Koskinen et al. (2013a), and HD 189733b based on
an unpublished model (Koskinen et al. 2011). A sim-
ulation of HD 189733b’s escaping atmosphere has been
performed by Salz et al. (2016).
As the hot gas in the upper thermosphere is more
weakly bound to the planet, conditions there set the
boundary condition for the rate of gas escape (Yelle
2004; Garc´ıa Mun˜oz 2007; Murray-Clay et al. 2009) .
Among detected species, Hα is a sensitive probe of the
planet’s upper atmosphere because the excitation and de-
excitation processes for H(2`), the absorber of Hα, are
strongly dependent on the local particle densities, tem-
perature, and radiation field. In addition, unlike Lyα,
the interstellar medium is transparent to Hα and this op-
tical line can be observed with large ground based tele-
scopes. Therefore, the Hα transmission spectrum is a
powerful and economical method to probe the structure
of the planet’s upper atmosphere.
As this work shows, the temperature, and hence scale
height, in the region optically thick to Hα is (approx-
imately) set by a balance of photoelectric heating and
line cooling by metal species, mainly Mg I and Na I. If
only photoelectric heating and line cooling from hydro-
gen were included, the atmosphere would be hotter by
' 2000 − 3000 K (Christie et al. 2013), giving transit
depths far too large in comparison to observations. Fur-
thermore, several studies (Garc´ıa Mun˜oz 2007; Koskinen
et al. 2013a; Lavvas et al. 2014) suggested that the tran-
sition from atomic to molecule hydrogen occurs at pres-
sures P ' 10 µbar. These studies included detailed heat-
ing and cooling physics in the molecular layer. But trans-
mission spectra for the Na D doublet and Mg lines may
in principle provide further constraints on atmosphere
models around this transition altitude. In addition, the
atmospheric temperature of HD 189733b derived from
the Na doublet transmission spectrum by Huitson et al.
(2012) and Wyttenbach et al. (2015) is significantly lower
than the modeled upper atmosphere temperature found
in Salz et al. (2016) and Christie et al. (2013). A model of
the Na transmission spectrum is required to understand
these contradictory results.
Both the HD 189733b Hα transmission spectrum ob-
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2Table 1
Adopted values for the orbital and physical parameters of
HD 189733 and HD 189733b
Stellar type K2V
Star mass M? = 1.60× 1033 g
Star radius R? = 5.60× 1010 cm
Semi-major axis a = 0.031 AU
Planet mass Mp = 2.17× 1030 g
Planet radius Rp = 8.137× 109 cm
Planet surface gravity gp = GMp/R2p = 2.2× 103 cm s−2
Note. — Source: exoplanets.org
served by Cauley et al. (2016) and the Na D transmission
spectrum presented by Wyttenbach et al. (2015) have
the spectral resolution to resolve the line core. The line
center transit depths of both observations are about 1-
1.5%, which means the line core absorption features of
both species are mostly contributed by the same region
in the atmosphere. Since the temperature of the molec-
ular layer is below 3000 K, and the molecular hydro-
gen has a large absorption cross section to Lyα photon
(Black & van Dishoeck 1987), both the collisional exci-
tation rate and radiative excitation rate are too small to
create enough H(2`) to absorb the Hα in the molecular
layer. These results suggest that the absorption features
of both Hα and Na near line center are tracing the atomic
layer in the HD 189733b atmosphere.
The HD 189733b Hα transmission spectrum was mod-
eled by Christie et al. (2013), who constructed a hydro-
static atmosphere model similar to the one considered
here. In that work, a detailed treatment of Lyα radia-
tion transfer was not included, and hence the role of Lyα
excitation deep in the atmosphere was not appreciated.
Christie et al. (2013) showed that if collisional excita-
tion dominates, it would lead to a fairly constant H(2s)
density within the atomic layer, because of the combi-
nation of increasing temperature and decreasing H(1s)
density with radius. In attempting to improve on their
model, it was found that Lyα, especially from recom-
binations occurring within the atmosphere, could give
radiative excitation rate to H(2p) much larger than the
collisional excitation rate, and that this excitation could
occur deeper in the atmosphere where the H(1s) density
is higher, even though the temperature is much lower
there. This key insight motivated the detailed Lyα ra-
diative transfer treatment in the present work.
2. ANALYTIC ESTIMATES
Observations of the Hα transmission spectrum for
HD 189733b show a ∼ 1% line center transit depth, and
a half-width of ∼ 0.4 A˚ (e.g. Cauley et al. (2015)). Wyt-
tenbach et al. (2015) measured a nearly ∼ 1% transit
depth for both Na D lines, among which the Na I 5890 A˚
is slightly deeper. This section contains analytic esti-
mates for the conditions in the atmosphere required to
generate the observed Hα and Na D absorption lines.
The outermost reaches of HD 189733b’s atmosphere
are highly ionized by stellar photons. Moving inward,
the radiative recombination rate eventually increases to
the point that the atmosphere is dominated by atomic
hydrogen, at a pressure level P ' 10−3 µbar. The tem-
perature near the transition from ionized to atomic is
regulated to be near T ' 10, 000 K, which is far too hot
for molecular hydrogen to form, and hence there must
be a layer of atomic hydrogen extending over the tem-
perature range T ' 2, 500−10, 000 K. In the hydrostatic
model presented in this paper, the temperature in the
atomic layer is set by a balance of photoelectric heat-
ing and atomic line cooling, for which H2 will dominate
at P & 10µbar. In terms of size, the atomic hydro-
gen layer extends over ∼ 10 pressure scale heights, has a
mean molecular weight µ ' 1.3 and mean temperature
T ' 5, 000 K. As compared to the underlying molecular
layer, with mean molecular weight µ ' 2.3 and temper-
ature T ' 1, 000 K, the scale height in the atomic layer
is larger by a factor of ∼ 10 compared to the molecu-
lar layer, and hence can give rise to absorption to much
larger altitudes.
The origin of the H(2`) population requires a detailed
level population calculation. In the present model of the
atomic layer, it is found that radiative excitation by Lyα
creates a nearly constant H(2`) density over ∼ 6 pressure
scale heights near the base of the atomic layer. This is the
cause of the Hα absorption. The underlying molecular
layer is expected to be optically thin to Hα for two rea-
sons. First, the density of atomic hydrogen drops rapidly
into the molecular layer (e.g. Lavvas et al. 2014), as com-
pared to the base of the atomic layer, due to the much
lower temperature there. Second, the mean free path to
true absorption of Lyα by H2 (Black & van Dishoeck
1987) rapidly decreases as the H2 density increases, and
hence the Lyα intensity is expected to drop rapidly in
the molecular layer, with an associated decrease in exci-
tation to the n=2 state.
The measured line center transit depth ∆F/F ∼ 1%
requires a certain area to be optically thick. The scale
height in the atomic layer is
H=
kBT
µmpg
= 1500 km
(
T
5000 K
)
, (1)
where the mean molecular weight has been assumed to
be µ = 1.3. If N scale heights are optically thick, as
compared to the neighboring continuum radiation, this
gives an extra absorption depth
∆F
F
'N 2piRpH
piR2?
= 8× 10−4N
(
T
5000 K
)
= 0.5%
(
N
6
)(
T
5000 K
)
. (2)
Hence the measured line center depth can only be ex-
plained by a layer extending many pressure scale heights,
and with high temperature T & 5, 000 K.
The line center optical depth must be greater than
unity over the above annulus. As will be shown,
n2` is nearly constant over a large pressure range.
Then for an effective path length 2
√
2NRpH ' 7 ×
109 cm (N/6)1/2(T/5, 000K)1/2 and Hα line center cross
section σ0 = 5×10−13 cm2 (5, 000K/T)1/2, the maximum
line center optical depth is
τ0'35×
( n2`
104 cm−3
)
(3)
for the fiducial value n2` = 10
4 cm−3.
The line width is mainly set by the temperature and
the maximum line center optical depth. For sightlines
optically thick to Hα at a line center, the optical depth
3at distance x = (ν − ν0)/∆νD from line center is τ(x) =
τ0 exp(−x2), when Doppler broadening dominates. All
frequencies out to x ' √ln(τ0) are then optically thick.
In velocity units, the line width is then
∆v=
(
2kBT
mp
)1/2
(ln τ0)
1/2
= 9.1 km s−1 (ln τ0)
1/2
(4)
or in wavelength units
∆λ= 0.2 A˚ (ln τ0)
1/2
. (5)
Since τ0  1 for Hα over a large region, the width will
be larger than the thermal width.
If Lyα excitation is balanced by radiative de-
excitation, and `-mixing populates the 2s state, the abun-
dances relative to the ground state are
n2p
n1s
'3n2s
n1s
=
J12B12
A21
'10−8
(
J12
10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 Hz−1
)
, (6)
where A21 and B12 are the Einstein A and B (absorp-
tion) coefficient respectively, following the definition in
Rybicki & Lightman (1979). The peak Lyα intensity
J12 ' 0.1FLyC/∆νD ' 10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 Hz−1 is
found near the peak in photoionization of H(1s) near
P ' 10−3 µbar. Here, FLyC ' 104 erg cm−2 s−1 is the
LyC flux deposited in that region, and it is assumed that
each ionization is balanced by a recombination produc-
ing a Lyα photon. While the ratio of excited state to
ground state is high near the peak in Lyα, the H(1s)
density there is too small for significant H(2`) density.
The key question for the H(2`) population is how fast
the Lyα intensity decreases moving deeper into the at-
mosphere. If Lyα intensity does not drop off too fast,
the rapid increase in H(1s) density with depth will lead to
higher H(2`) density deeper in the atmosphere. One can
imagine two limits to answer this question. In the first
limit, there is a shallow source of Lyα at optical depth
τs and the intensity Jν(x, τ) is desired at τ  τs. An
analytic solution based on the Fokker-Planck equation
given in Harrington (1973) is
Jν(x, τ)' 0.1
(
F0
∆νD
)(τs
τ
)
. (7)
This expression is valid in the plateau of the intensity
near line center. Since Lyα optical depth τ ∝ n1s,
this scaling for Jν would give n2` ∝ n1sJν ' constant
with depth. The second limit to imagine is where radia-
tion is emitted and absorbed locally, which is appropri-
ate deep in the atmosphere where τ ∼ 108 scatterings
are required to escape the atmosphere. For a constant,
frequency-integrated source function S, and true absorp-
tion by metal species, the frequency-integrated photon
energy equation becomes S ' nmσmJ , where J is the
frequency-integrated intensity, nm is the metal number
density and σm is the metal photoionization cross sec-
tion at Lyα. For a constant mixing ratio, nm ∝ n1s,
and again n2` ' constant. While the scaling found by
these two estimates, constant 2` density, is the same, it
is found that the local balance of sources and sinks is the
applicable limit in the present atmosphere model.
Up to this point, the estimates have been concerned
with the Hα transmission line, however, the center of
each line in the Na doublet may also be formed in the
atomic layer. Because the cross section of Na I 5890 is
larger than Na I 5896 by a factor of 2, the difference in
transit radius between the two resolved line centers corre-
sponds to ln(2)H, assuming a constant Na I number frac-
tion. Keeping in mind the error bars in the measurement,
according to Wyttenbach et al. (2015), the difference in
transit radius between the Na D lines is ∼ 3000 km,
which gives a local scale height H ' 4300 km. Plugging
in the transit radius R(Na) = 9.4 × 109 cm to compute
the gravity, assuming µ = 1.3, the temperature derived
from the line centers is T ' 11, 000 K. In order to explain
this scale height with a molecular gas, the temperature
has to be higher by a factor of 2. But this high tem-
perature is inconsistent with the gas being in molecular
form.
3. HYDROGEN LEVEL POPULATION
Balmer line photons are absorbed by the 2` excited
states of H. Due to ionization and the subsequent recom-
bination cascades, and a radiation excitation tempera-
ture different from the gas temperature, the level popu-
lations are not set by the Boltzmann distribution at the
local gas temperature. Therefore, a study of the H level
population over the range of densities, temperatures, and
intensities found in hot Jupiter atmosphere is required.
The following processes are considered.
1. Hydrogen radiative (de-)excitation of all possible
electric dipole transitions between multiplets up to
n = 6 (Wiese & Fuhr 2009);
2. Electron collisional (de-)excitation for transitions
from 1s to each sub-state ` up to n = 5, from 2s
to each sub-state ` up to n=5, and from 2p to each
sub-state ` up to n=3 (CHIANTI database, Dere
et al. (1997); Del Zanna et al. (2015));
3. Electron collisional `-mixing between 2s and
2p (Seaton 1955);
4. Proton collisional `-mixing between 2s and
2p (Seaton 1955), and `-mixing for levels 3 ≤ n ≤
6 (Vrinceanu et al. 2012);
5. Electron collisional ionization and three-body re-
combination for each sub-state ` up to n=4 and
total (`-unresolved) rates for n =5 and 6 (Janev
et al. 2003). The cross sections are assumed to be
equal for all sub-states in the same level for n =5
and 6;
6. Photoionization of each sub-state ` up to n=6 (The
Opacity Project 1995). The corresponding recom-
bination rate can be calculated using the Milne re-
lation.
The stellar spectrum of  Eri, another K2V star, given
by the MUSCLES treasury survey version 2.1 (France
et al. 2016; Youngblood et al. 2016; Loyd et al. 2016)
is applied in the model. Its energy flux (Fλ) is normal-
ized to the distance a = 0.031 AU of HD 189733b from
its parent star, shown in Figure 1. The Lyα fluxes are
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Figure 1. Stellar energy flux spectrum (Fλ) against wavelength
(λ) used in the model at orbital distance of HD 189733b.
combined with models of solar active regions (Fontenla
et al. 2011) to estimate the EUV luminosity in the wave-
length region 100 – 1170 A˚ in 100 A˚ bins. The stellar
flux attenuation due to bound-bound transitions is not
included in this calculation because it is relatively unim-
portant in setting the level populations, and performing
radiation transfer calculations in addition to Lyα would
greatly complicate the analysis. Bound-bound transi-
tions due to Lyβ, Lyγ etc. are ignored as it is assumed
that these photons rapidly down-convert into a Lyα pho-
ton and lower series photons at the large optical depths
of interest for these lines.
The level population is determined by the kinetic equi-
librium between production and loss processes. The
equation of rate equilibrium for the state j is
αjnenp + βjn
2
enp +
∑
k
C
(e)
k→jnenk
+
∑
k
C
(p)
k→jnpnk +
∑
k>j
Ak→jnk +
∑
k<j
Bk→j J¯k→jnk
=
(
Γj +
∑
k
C
(e)
j→kne +
∑
k
C
(p)
j→knp
+ C
(e)
j→∞ne +
∑
k>j
Bj→kJ¯j→k +
∑
k<j
Aj→k
)
nj , (8)
where αj and βj denote radiative and three-body recom-
bination rate coefficients for state j, respectively. Case
B recombination with α1s ≡ 0 is employed. The nk is
the number density of hydrogen in sub-state k. The in-
equality k > j denotes a downward transition from a
state with principle quantum number of state k larger
than that of state j. The rate coefficients C
(e/p)
j→k are
for electron/proton impacts causing a transition from
state j to state k, and the state ∞ represents ionization.
The rate for proton collisions is only included for the `-
mixing transitions at fixed principal quantum number.
The spontaneous radiative decay rates are Aj→k. The
photoionization rate from state j is denoted Γj , and at-
tenuation from the overlying gas is included in the ground
state photoionization calculation. The optical depth for
ionizing photons is computed as
τatt,ν = σ1s(ν)N1s +
∑
m
σm(ν)Nm, (9)
where Nk(r) =
∫∞
r
dr′nk(r′) is the column of species k
above the layer under consideration. The sum over the
subscript m stands for all metal species considered. As
discussed in Section 4, this is m =neutral and first ion-
ized C, O, Mg, Si, and S, and neutral Na and K. Including
the attenuation factor e−τatt,ν , the photoionization rate
is
Γj,pi =
∫ ∞
νj,th
σj,pi(ν)
Fν
hν
e−τatt,νdν, (10)
where νth is the corresponding photoionization threshold
frequency. The photoionization rates and photoelectric
heating rates (see Equation 28 and 31) at τatt = 0 are
listed in Table 2.
The H(1s) state can also undergo “secondary ioniza-
tion” by photoelectrons generated when a photon with
much higher energy than the ionization threshold ionizes
a hydrogen or metal atom. If ne/n1s is small, photo-
electrons can cause H(1s) collisional ionization and ex-
citation before sharing their energy with other electrons
through Coulomb collisions, which would increase the
photoionization rate and reduce the photoelectron heat-
ing efficiency. Different from the treatment of constant
efficiency applied in Yelle (2004) and Murray-Clay et al.
(2009), or the ionization fraction xe = ne/n1s indepen-
dent efficiency applied in Koskinen et al. (2013a), an ef-
ficiency dependent on local xe and photoelectron energy
E = h(ν − νth) is used here. Given the incoming photon
frequency ν and ionization threshold energy Eth, Draine
(2011) gives the number of secondary ionizations per ion-
izing photon, in the case of E > 50 eV and xe < 1.2, to
be
ke(E) =
(
E − 15 eV
35 eV
)(
1− xe/1.2
1 + 18x0.8e / ln(E/35 eV)
)
.
(11)
After correcting for the secondary ionizations, the form
for the H(1s) ionization rate which is used in the rate
equations becomes
Γ1s = Γ
1st
1s + Γ
2nd
1s
=
∫ ∞
νth
σ1s(ν)(1 + ke)
Fν
hν
e−τatt,νdν, (12)
where Γ1st1s and Γ
2nd
1s stand for primary and secondary
photoionization rate from H(1s) respectively. Secondary
photoionization becomes an important consideration at
pressures P & 0.1µbar, where the initially more abun-
dant lower energy photons have already been absorbed
higher in the atmosphere, and the dominant photons be-
ing absorbed can induce at least one secondary ionization
on average.
Lastly, the bound-bound radiative excitation rates are
given by
Bl→uJ¯l→u =
gu
gl
c2Au→l
2hν3
∫
dνJνφ(ν), (13)
where J¯l→u is line profile weighted mean intensity and
5Table 2
Photoionization rates and photoelectric heating rates
Species Γpi (s
−1) Qpi (erg s−1)
H(1s) 1.61× 10−3 5.91× 10−15
H(2s) 25.7 1.42× 10−11
H(2p) 21.5 1.13× 10−11
O I 3.06× 10−3 6.14× 10−14
O II 7.10× 10−4 1.51× 10−14
C I 7.43× 10−3 5.91× 10−14
C II 3.90× 10−4 1.07× 10−14
Mg I 6.12× 10−4 2.96× 10−14
Mg II 2.23× 10−4 2.14× 10−14
Si I 2.18× 10−2 1.02× 10−14
Si II 2.07× 10−4 1.07× 10−14
S I 2.21× 10−2 1.56× 10−13
S II 2.30× 10−4 1.04× 10−14
Na I 9.92× 10−4 5.36× 10−14
K I 2.08× 10−3 2.60× 10−14
Note. — Atmospheric attenuation, secondary ionization effect
and the contribution by Lyα photon are not included.
Table 3
Rate which may be important to n2p population and
de-population
Process Rates (cm−3s−1)
Radiative excitation 1s→ 2p 1.7× 1011(n1s/1010 cm−3)
Collisional excitation 1s→ 2p 8.4× 104(nen1s/1019 cm−6)
Radiative recombination to 2p 6.2× 104(nenp/1018 cm−6)
Spontaneous decay 2p→ 1s 6.3× 1011(n2p/103 cm−3)
p collisional `-mixing 2p→ 2s 1.9× 108(n2pnp/1012 cm−6)
Photoionization from 2p 2.2× 104(n2p/103 cm−3)
Collisional de-excitation 2p→ 1s 7.4× 103(n2pne/1012 cm−6)
Collisional ionization from 2p 7.4× 102(n2pne/1012 cm−6)
Note. — In the table, J¯Lyα = 2 × 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 Hz−1
and T=8000 K are applied. The reference numbers are n1s =
1010 cm−3, ne = np = 109 cm−3 and n2p = 103 cm−3.
φ(ν) is the Voigt profile.
Equation 8 is evaluated for all 0 ≤ ` ≤ n − 1 and
1 ≤ n ≤ 6, resulting in a linear system of 21 equations
in total for the number density of each (n, `) state, nn`.
The quantities ne, np, and T are treated as given param-
eters in the equations. The linear system is solving using
Gauss-Jordan elimination (Press et al. 2007).
The rates of important processes related to the 2p state
population are listed in Table 3. The rates related to
higher excited states are not listed in the table because
they cannot have a large net effect on 2p in steady state,
unless the higher state itself has a large source or sink,
which is not the case. The stellar Lyα mean intensity (see
Section 5) is applied for the estimate. The table shows
that all other rates except the `-mixing rates between
2s and 2p are negligible compared to the radiative rates
between 2p and 1s. The proton collisional `-mixing rate
is much larger than the electron rate. The `-mixing rates
between 2s and 2p nearly cancel each other and 2` states
are in collisional equilibrium due to the large `-mixing
rates at the densities of interest. Thus, A2p→1sn2p and
B1s→2pJ¯Lyαn1s completely dominate the 2p generation
and destruction rate, and the n=2 state number densities
are simply set by J¯Lyα, so we have,
n2p ≈ 3n2s ≈ n1s gu
gl
c2J¯Lyα
2hν3
. (14)
In Section 6, it will be shown that this is a good ap-
proximation for the whole simulation region. To obtain
the intensity of Lyα, a resonant scattering study of Lyα
photon will be discussed in Section 5.
4. THE ATMOSPHERE MODEL
4.1. Basic Structure
Following Christie et al. (2013), a spherically-
symmetric, hydrostatic atmosphere model is constructed
for the region composed of ionized and atomic gas sit-
ting above the molecular atmosphere. The transit radius
measured in broadband optical wavelengths is Rp, and
the base of the atomic layer is at radius Rb > Rp. The
thickness of the molecular layer below the atomic layer is
then Rb − Rp. Assuming an isothermal molecular layer
with equilibrium temperature T = Teq = 1140 K (Wyt-
tenbach et al. 2015), the thickness is
Rb −Rp ≈
kBTeqR
2
p
µmHGMp
ln
(
Pp
Pb
)
, (15)
where µ ≈ 2.3 is the mean molecular weight, Pp = 1 bar
is the pressure of the optical photosphere suggested
by Sharp & Burrows (2007). It is assumed that the pres-
sure at the base of the atomic layer is Pb = 10µbar. It
will be shown that the temperature in the atomic layer
becomes small enough for molecular hydrogen to domi-
nate there, for the assumptions used here.
4.2. Differential Equations
Given the temperature and number density of each
species at one level in the atmosphere, the equation of
hydrostatic balance and equations for the column of each
species must be integrated inward to find pressure and
columns at the next step inward. The hydrostatic bal-
ance equation is
dP
dr
= −ρGMp
r2
(16)
and the columns are integrated as
dNi
dr
= −ni. (17)
The subscript i stands for each species, including H(1s)
and the individual neutral and first ionized metal element
considered. The ideal gas law for the gas pressure is
P = (ne + (np + nH)(1 + fz + fHe))kBT, (18)
where fz =
∑
fm is the sum of metal species relative
number density abundance to hydrogen, and fHe is the
fraction of He by number assuming solar abundance (As-
plund et al. 2009). Ionization of He is ignored in this
paper. The gas density is written
ρ = (np + nH)(1 + 4fHe +
∑
mmfm)mp, (19)
where mm is the metal atomic mass in atomic units.
The pressure and the column density are integrated in-
ward, with a starting value Ptop = 5 × 10−5µbar on the
6outside, where the atmosphere above becomes optically
thin to Lyα. The starting value of each Ni = 0. The
solution is integrated inward from a starting radius Rtop
and pressure Ptop, until the base radius Rb is reached.
The boundary condition imposed there is that P = Pb.
This boundary condition is satisfied in practice by vary-
ing the starting radius Rtop until P (Rb) = Pb, the desired
value, using Brent’s method (Press et al. 2007).
The hydrostatic model will be inaccurate near the
outer boundary, as a number of physical effects have been
neglected, such as: outflowing gas from the planet, inter-
action with the stellar wind, strong magnetic forces, radi-
ation pressure, and stellar tidal forces. The region where
these effects may be appreciable will be estimated in Sec-
tion 8.1. However, in the region where this model shows
the dominant absorption by H(2`), the density is so high
that these effects are negligible. Hence the hydrostatic
model is sufficient for the purposes of this study.
4.3. Ionization State and Temperature
At each level of the atmosphere, the pressure P and
columns Ni are given by the boundary conditions or the
integration of Equations 16 and 17. The temperature
and particle densities must then be updated to continue
the integration. Since the gas is not in local thermody-
namic equilibrium (LTE), these quantities must be de-
termined by solving rate equilibrium equations for ion-
ization/recombination, heating/cooling, a charge balance
equation, and the equation of state. The equations used
are as following. Terms related to metal species will be
discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.
The charge balance equation is
np +
∑
nM II + 2
∑
nM III = ne, (20)
where nM II and nM III are the number density of first
ionized and second ionized metal species respectively.
Higher ionization states are ignored as their abundance
would be negligible for the given ionizing flux and parti-
cle densities.
The hydrogen ionization and recombination balance
equation is
(αBne+k
(O)
ion nO I)np = n1s(Γ1s+C
(e)
1s→∞ne+k
(O)
rec nO II)
+ C
(e)
2→∞nen2 + Γ2pn2p + Γ2sn2s +
∑
m
Γ2ndm nm, (21)
where αB is the case B recombination rate, which is a
good approximation for region deeper than 3×10−3 µbar
where the atmosphere is optically thick to Lyman con-
tinuum photons near the ionization threshold. k
(O)
ion
and k
(O)
rec are rates of whichoxygen ionizes and recom-
bines through charge exchange with hydrogen respec-
tively. The n=2 state has separate contributions from
H(2s) and H(2p) as
C
(e)
2→knen2 = C
(e)
2s→knen2s + C
(e)
2p→knen2p. (22)
The last term in Equation 21 represents ionization from
the H(1s) state due to photoelectrons created by metal
ionization. Hence high energy photoelectrons created
through ionization of metal species can have the same
secondary ionization effect as Equation 11. The sec-
ondary ionization rate due to metal species is then
Γ2ndm =
∫ ∞
νth
σm,pi(ν)ke
Fν
hν
e−τatt,νdν, (23)
where σm,pi(ν) is the metal photoionization cross section.
When evaluating the excited state H abundance in Equa-
tion 21, the approximation in Equation 14 is applied.
The heating and cooling balance equation is[(
13.6 eVC
(e)
1s→∞ + 10.2 eVC
(e)
1s→2
)
n1s
+ 3.4 eVC
(e)
2→∞n2 +
∑
m
Λmnm + Λffnp
+ 〈Err〉αBnp + kBT
∑
m
αmn
ion
m
]
ne (24)
= n1sQ1s(N1s) +Q2pn2p +Q2sn2s
+ 10.2 eV nen2C
(e)
2→1 +
∑
m
Qmnm,
where Λ stands for cooling function. Osterbrock & Fer-
land (2006) give the free free cooling rate
Λff = 1.85× 10−27 T 1/2( erg cm3 s−1), (25)
where T is in units of Kelvin. The mean kinetic energy
of the recombining electrons is (Draine 2011)
〈Err〉 = [0.684− 0.0416 ln(T4)]kBT, (26)
where T4 = T/10
4 K. In Equation 24, the symbol Q rep-
resents the photoelectric heating rate, per photoioniza-
tion, corrected for the secondary ionization effect. Dal-
garno et al. (1999) find that secondary electrons give
rise to approximately the same number of ionizations as
1s→2p excitations, so the heat deposited into the atmo-
sphere by one photoelectron with energy E is taken to
be
η(E) = E − (13.6eV + 10.2eV)ke, (27)
where the second term represents the energy lost by the
photoelectron to ionizations and Lyα excitations. Thus,
the net photoelectric heating rate is
Q =
∫ ∞
νth
ησpi(ν)
Fν
hν
e−τatt,νdν. (28)
Given P and the columns Ni, Equations 18, 20, 21, and
24 give four algebraic equations to solve for T , ne, np, and
n1s at this level in the atmosphere. A globally convergent
Newton’s method (Press et al. 2007) is applied to solve
the set of equations.
4.4. Radiative Cooling Due to Metal Species
Although H and He are by far the most abundant ele-
ments, their electron-impact line cooling rates are heavily
suppressed at temperatures T . 104 K due to the high
excitation energies. Metal line cooling due to electron
impact followed by radiative de-excitation is an impor-
tant coolant, especially near the base of the atmosphere
at T . 8000 K. The ionization/recombination rate equi-
librium equation is included to determine the relative
abundance of each ionization state. Transitions yielding
large cooling rates are chosen from abundant elements,
7and by striking a balance between low excitation ener-
gies, ∆E, and large radiative decay rate Aul. Solar abun-
dance is assumed (Asplund et al. 2009). The elements
considered are O, C, Mg, Si, S, Na, and K. Although Mg
was not a priori expected to be abundant in the upper
atmosphere due to condensation (Visscher et al. 2010;
Koskinen et al. 2013b), Mg I is in fact detected in HD
209458b (Vidal-Madjar et al. 2013) and marginally de-
tected in HD 189733b (Cauley et al. 2016).
The abundance of each ionization state is set by solving
for rate equilibrium between ionization and recombina-
tion. Only neutral, first, and second-ionized atoms are
included.
As a special case, rather than photoionization, colli-
sional, and radiative recombination, the ionization state
of oxygen is determined by charge exchange with hydro-
gen. Considering that nH & 105 cm−3 everywhere in
the model, the charge exchange rates in the high-density
limit in Draine (2011) are applied. The energy differences
between three fine-structure levels of neutral oxygen are
ignored because they are much smaller than kBT .
The rate equilibrium equations are
(ΓM I + C
(e)
M I,∞ne + k
(O)
ion np)nM I = (αM IIne + k
(O)
rec n1s)nM II
ΓM IInM II = αM IIInenM III (29)
nM I + nM II + nM III = (nH + np)fm,
where C
(e)
M I,∞ is the electron collisional ionization rate,
which is only considered for Na and K atoms. The col-
lisional ionization of other metal species are ignored be-
cause of the much higher ionization potential. The sec-
ondary ionization states of Na and K are ignored. The
photoionization rates of all species from Verner et al.
(1995, 1996). The Na and K collisional ionization rates
are given by Lennon et al. (1988).
The rates of Pequignot et al. (1991) are used to de-
scribe the recombination of C and O, of Shull & van
Steenberg (1982) for that of Mg, Si, and S, of Verner &
Ferland (1996) and Landini & Fossi (1991) for that of Na
and K respectively.
Because the ionization potentials of Mg I, Si I, Na I,
and K I are smaller than the Lyα energy, both contin-
uum and Lyα photons contribute to their photoioniza-
tion and photoelectric heating rates. The metal species
photoionization rate is
Γm,pi =
∫ ∞
νth
σm,pi(ν)
Fν
hν
e−τatt,νdν
+
4piσm,pi(νLyα)
hνLyα
∫
Jνdν, (30)
where the first integral excludes the stellar flux contribu-
tion near the Lyα line, and the metal species photoelec-
tric heating rate
Qm,pi =
∫ ∞
νth
ησm,pi(ν)
Fν
hν
e−τatt,νdν
+ 4piσm,pi(νLyα)
νLyα − νth
νLyα
∫
Jνdν, (31)
where σm,pi(νLyα) is only nonzero for Mg I, Si I, Na I,
and K I. The mean intensity Jν in these formulas denotes
the intensity in the vicinity of the Lyα line, found as a
result of the resonant scattering calculation in Section 5.
The metal line cooling rates require a model for the
excited state densities. For a two-level system, rate equi-
librium between upward and downward rates gives
nl(neC
(e)
lu +BluJ¯lu) = nu(Aul + neC
(e)
ul ). (32)
Stimulated emission is ignored due to dilution of the stel-
lar flux. Collisional excitation is a sink of thermal trans-
lation energy while collisional de-excitation is a source.
Thus the cooling rate of this two levels system is
∆E ne(C
(e)
lu nl − C(e)ul nu)
= nenl ∆E C
(e)
lu
(
Aul −BluJ¯lu(nl/nu)eq
Aul + neC
(e)
ul
)
≡ Λnenl,
(33)
where (nl/nu)eq = gl/gu exp(∆E/(kBT )), and the last
equality defines Λ(T ), the cooling function. Permitted
transitions in the optical and near UV bands are always
associated with strong absorption features in the stellar
spectrum, which lead to a very small radiative excitation
rate BluJ¯lu(nl/nu)eq for the transitions used. In the case
of forbidden transitions, to compensate for the small Aul,
only small ∆E transitions give rise to significant cooling.
At the long wavelength end, the dilution of radiation flux
due to the solid angle of the star overcomes the effect of
higher brightness temperature of the star. As a result,
radiative excitation is negligible in Equation 33 for both
permitted and forbidden transitions.
For forbidden transitions, the electron number density
ne is much larger than the critical density ncrit above
which collisional de-excitation dominates radiative de-
excitation. In this limit, the level population is given
by the Boltzmann distribution, and the cooling rate be-
comes
Λnenl = ∆EnlAul
(
nu
nl
)
eq
, (34)
which is independent of ne and collisional rates.
The emitted metal line photons are assumed to escape
freely from the atmosphere. In reality, the atmosphere
may be optically thick to permitted emissions near the
base of the atomic layer.
The major cooling processes are listed in Table 4, while
Table 5 in the appendix contains addition transitions
from O, C, S, and Si lines which are included in the model
but only have a minor effect on the temperature. The
lower state of some transitions may not be the ground
state. In this case, the lower state is assumed to reach
collisional equilibrium with ground state in the cooling
rate calculation.
Mg I 5184 A˚ is another line that may contribute to
cooling. The lower state of this transition is not the
ground state, and the upper state is associated with the
ground state of the strong resonance line Mg I 2852 A˚. A
Mg level population calculation and Mg I 2852 A˚ radia-
tion transfer study are required to accurately model the
cooling effect, which is beyond the scope of this work.
Mg I 5184 A˚ is not included in this work as a result.
4.5. Molecular Hydrogen
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List of major metal cooling transitions
Transition ∆E Aul
a ncrit
b Λ Source of
(eV) (s−1) (cm−3) ( erg cm3 s−1) collision rate
Mg I 2852 4.35 4.91× 108 6.7× 1015 3.4× 10−19T 0.18e−5.04/T4 c Van Regemorter formula d
Mg I 4571 2.712 254 8.5× 109 1.0× 10−16e−3.15/T4/(254 + 3.0× 10−8ne) Osorio et al. (2015)
Mg II 2803 4.422 2.57× 108 8.6× 1014 7.1× 10−12C(e)lu CHIANTI e
Mg II 2796 4.434 2.60× 108 2.2× 1014 7.1× 10−12C(e)lu CHIANTI
Na I 5890+5896 2.104 6.16× 107 4.4× 1014 3.4× 10−12C(e)lu Igenbergs et al. (2008)
K I 7665+7699 1.615 3.78× 107 1.8× 1014 3.7× 10−19T 0.18e−1.87/T4 Van Regemorter formula
aKramida et al. (2015)
bncrit = Aul/C
(e)
ul (4000 K)
cT4 = T/104 K
dvan Regemorter (1962)
e Dere et al. (1997); Del Zanna et al. (2015)
Near the base of the atomic layer, where the temper-
ature drops below T ∼ 2000 − 3000 K, it is expected
that the density of molecules will increase rapidly and
come to dominate over the atomic species. This is the
base of the atomic layer and the top of the molecular
layer. The atomic-to-molecular transition is not self-
consistently modeled in this work, as the rate equations
to determine molecular densities (e.g. Yelle 2004; Garc´ıa
Mun˜oz 2007), and the strong effect of molecular coolants
from e.g. H2O rotation-vibration bands, are not taken
into account.
Although the details of molecule formation are beyond
the scope of this paper, a rough estimate of the H2 num-
ber density is made to verify that the temperature does
indeed become low enough to form molecules as the base
is approached. Lenzuni et al. (1991) noted that for a wide
range of radiation intensity, that dissociation of H2 is due
to collisional processes, rather than photo-dissociation.
Yelle (2004) found the same result for a model for the
thermosphere of HD 209458b. In this limit, an estimate
of the H2 density can be found using the Saha equation.
Applying the H2 partition function from Borysow et al.
(1989), the H2 number density, nH2 can be computed
from the atomic hydrogen density, nH, and the temper-
ature T .
The buildup of a significant column of H2 will shield
the lower atmosphere from stellar UV, and allow the for-
mation of other molecules, e.g. CO and H2O which may
be important coolants. Another effect more relevant to
this work is that H2 may act as a strong absorber of
Lyα photons, effectively setting a lower boundary to the
region of the atmosphere that may have a large Lyα
intensity. Black & van Dishoeck (1987) discussed nu-
merous “accidental resonances” between Lyα and elec-
tronic transitions in H2. The strongest of these can have
oscillator strength f ∼ 10−2, implying that a column
NH2 ' 1014 cm−2 is required to give unit optical depth
for these transitions. For a scale height H ' 108 cm,
this gives a critical number density nH2 ' 106 cm−3 for
true absorption optical depth unity over a scale height.
In practice, Lyα photons near the optically-thick base of
the atomic layer would require a large number of scatter-
ings to escape the atmosphere, implying a total distance
traversed even larger than a scale height. This will ef-
fectively set an absorbing lower boundary for the atomic
layer in the radiation transfer described in Section 5.
5. Lyα RADIATION TRANSFER
Lyα photons can excite hydrogen from the 1s to the
2p state, providing a population of absorbers that may
be detected in Balmer line transmission spectra. Lyα
may also play a role in the heating/cooling and ioniza-
tion/recombination balance, so a detailed Lyα radiation
transfer calculation is crucial.
Two sources of Lyα are included in the model, the
stellar Lyα incident through the top of the planet’s at-
mosphere, and also Lyα generated within the planet’s
atmosphere by electron impact excitation or a recom-
bination cascade. The results of particle densities and
temperature versus radius from the hydrostatic model in
Section 4 are used to specify the Lyα source function, as
well as the mean free paths to scattering and true ab-
sorption. In the transfer calculation it is convenient to
use Lyα line center optical depth, τ , as the vertical coor-
dinate. A plot of pressure P and radius r versus τ will be
shown in Figure 3. A major simplifying assumption is to
use plane-parallel geometry, so that mean intensity Jν(r)
is tabulated as a function of altitude. The radius in the
hydrostatic model varies by a factor of 2 from base to top,
and by a factor of ' 20% near the base of the layer where
the Hα line is formed. The plane-parallel assumption
simplifies the calculation, and is consistent with uniform
irradiation assumed in the hydrostatic model.
At the outer boundary (τ = 0), the unpolarized stel-
lar Lyα intensity enters the slab vertically. The line
is parameterized by a double Gaussian line profile with
width (in velocity units) σ = 49 km s−1 and centers at
µ = ±74 km s−1 (Gladstone 1988; Curdt et al. 2010;
Tian et al. 2009). Instead of using the value of  Eri
from MUSCLES, the integrated line flux at the top of the
HD 189733b’s atmosphere given by Linsky et al. (2013),
F0 = 2.0× 104 erg cm−2 s−1, is applied. Outgoing pho-
tons can escape from the top boundary freely.
An absorption bottom boundary is applied at the base
of the slab, which represents the base of the atomic layer.
Physically, this boundary condition is imposed to repre-
sent the short mean free path to true absorption of Lyα
on H2 (Shull 1978; Black & van Dishoeck 1987) and H2O
(Miguel et al. 2015). Since nH2 increases inward much
faster than nH, the mean free path to resonant scatter-
ing will become longer than that to true absorption in
the molecular layer, greatly decreasing the Lyα intensity
compared to the atomic layer. As will be shown, even
9in the atomic layer, the intensity falls rapidly toward the
base.
Lyα generated inside the atmosphere by collisional ex-
citation or a recombination cascade is assumed to be un-
polarized and have an initial frequency distribution given
by a Gaussian distribution with the Doppler width set by
the local temperature. In practice, this initial distribu-
tion is much narrower than the resultant mean intensity,
so it is the same effect as initializing photons at line cen-
ter. The source function inside the atmosphere is
Sν =
10.2 eV
4pi
(
αBnpne + C
(e)
1s→2n1sne
+ Γ2nd1s n1s +
∑
m
Γ2ndm nm
)
φν , (35)
where φν is the Doppler profile evaluated at the local
temperature. The first term in Equation 35 represents
recombinations, each of which is assumed to produce one
Lyα photon. The following three terms represent col-
lisional excitation by thermal electrons, photoelectrons
from ionizing H(1s), and photoelectrons generated from
ionizing metals. Recombination and collisional excita-
tion to H(2s) are also included because H(2s) and H(2p)
are well coupled by the `-mixing.
The line center optical depth to scattering reaches val-
ues as large as τ ' 108 near the base of the model,
and photons will scatter ∼ τ times before exiting the
atmosphere (Harrington 1973) if no other process inter-
venes. Lyα photons can leave this scattering cycle by two
categories of processes. First, the radiative excitation
may not be followed by radiative de-excitation of a Lyα
photon some fraction  of the time. The dominant pro-
cesses are: photoionization from the n=2 state by stel-
lar Balmer continuum emission; collisional de-excitation;
and two photon decay from 2s→1s. The former two pro-
cesses also contribute to ionizing and heating rates. The
second kind of process is “true absorption”, in which a
Lyα photon is absorbed by some other species besides
H(1s), for example by photoionizing an atom with low
ionization potential less than 10.2eV.
Lyα photons can also leave this scattering cycle by the
`-mixing or radiative excitation processes from the 2p
state. Because it will be followed by the reverse pro-
cess immediately, these processes are equivalent to Lyα
photon redistribution that put the line wing photons fre-
quently back to the line center and stop the photons from
escaping. These processes are not included in this model
because a careful consideration required the Hα mean
intensity in the atmosphere, which is not available right
now.
The plane-parallel transfer equation including resonant
scattering, true absorption, the source function for pho-
ton creation, and excitation followed by de-excitation a
fraction 1−  of the time is
µ
dIν(z,n)
dz
= −(αsc + αabs)Iν(z,n) + Sν(z)
+ (1− )4piαsc
φν
∫
R(ν,n; ν′,n′)Iν′(z,n′)dΩ′dν′, (36)
where µ = cos θ, φν is the Voigt line profile, αsc is reso-
nant scattering coefficient, αabs is true absorption coef-
ficient, and R is the Hummer (1962) case II-B redistri-
bution function, with dipole angular dependence. The
redistribution function R gives the probability that the
photon is scattered from incident frequency ν′ and direc-
tion n′ to frequency ν and direction n. Case II-B redis-
tribution assumes that, in the rest frame of the atom, the
line profile for absorption of the photon (excitation) is a
Lorentzian profile, and that in the rest frame the outgo-
ing photon has the same energy as the ingoing photon.
Hummer (1962) presents formulae for the resulting redis-
tribution function thermally averaged over a Boltzmann
distribution of atom velocities. Case II-B with dipole
angular dependence results for resonant scattering when
the initial and final states are the H(1s) state, and the fi-
nite lifetime of the intermediate H(2p) state is included.
Fine structure splitting of the excited state is ignored.
This is a good approximation in the present application
where the mean intensity is much broader than the fine
structure separation of the J = 1/2 and 3/2 states.
The transfer equation is solved numerically with the
Monte Carlo method (e.g. Whitney 2011). First, unpo-
larized photon packets are initialized at a point randomly
generated from the source function (see Equation 35) and
with a randomly chosen direction. Second, the optical
depth τ that the photon will travel through before it is
scattered or absorbed is randomly generated with a prob-
ability density e−τ . The spatial location of the scattering
or “true absorption” at optical depth τ from the point
of emission is then determined with the knowledge of
the densities and temperature, and cross sections of nH,
nMgI, nSiI, nNaI, nKI. The Lucy method (Lucy 1999) is
used to tabulate intensity and flux from the motion of
the photon packets. This was crucial in optically thick
regions, and worked much better than accumulating pho-
ton statistics only when they pass through the face of a
cell. Based on the radiative excitation and absorption
optical depth, the rejection method is used to determine
whether the photon is absorbed. Whether the H(2p)
emits another Lyα photon is determined by comparing
a random number with 1 − . Third, at each scatter-
ing, the outgoing photon direction is chosen including
polarization accumulated during prior scatterings. The
Stokes matrix for Rayleigh scattering is used. However,
rather than using the Stokes matrix in scattering-plane
coordinates, as discussed in Chandrasekhar (1960), a
scattering matrix was derived in terms of the incoming
and outgoing photon direction without reference to the
scattering plane, which was found to be more convenient
for numerical calculations. Then, the velocity of scatter-
ers along the direction of the incident photon is randomly
generated by the method described in Zheng & Miralda-
Escude´ (2002), with small modifications to improve the
efficiency. Recoil is included in computing the new fre-
quency of the photon after scattering. The process of
propagation and scattering is repeated until the photon
escapes the modeled system or leaves the scattering cy-
cle.
By knowing the n1s from the hydrostatic atmosphere
model and J¯Lyα from the Lyα radiation transfer calcu-
lation, the n2` population is given by Equation 14. Note
that the ionization, heating, and cooling rates in the at-
mosphere depend on the n2` and Lyα mean intensity.
Therefore, the hydrostatic model and radiation transfer
calculation are performed iteratively, until the n2` con-
verged, which takes typically ∼ 8 iterations.
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Figure 2. Lyα mean intensity spectrum (Jν) at six different
depths in the atmosphere. At line center the spectrum is flat,
much wider than the thermal line width, and becomes broader
with depth. The intensity decreases rapidly on the line wing. The
fluctuations in the spectra are due to the statistical noise in the
Monte Carlo simulation.
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Figure 3. Temperature (T ) and Lyα line center optical depth (τ)
versus pressure (P , bottom axis) and radius (r, top axis).
6. THE FIDUCIAL ATMOSPHERE MODEL
In this section, results are presented for the fiducial
model with solar abundance for all species and extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray flux set by the day-side
value. The Lyα mean intensity spectrum in the atmo-
sphere is shown in Figure 2. Temperature versus height
for the fiducial model is shown in Figure 3. The heating
and cooling rates per unit volume are given in Figure 4,
and the number densities of each species are given in Fig-
ure 5. Figure 6 shows the Lyα photon sources, sinks, and
H ionization rates per unit volume. Line profile weighted
Lyα mean intensity J¯Lyα of the fiducial model are given
in Figure 7.
Figure 2 shows the Lyα mean intensity at six differ-
ent depths in the atmosphere. The line center of the
resonant scattering spectrum has a flat part with width
∼ (aτ)1/3νD (Harrington 1973). The dip at line center
near the surface arises because the photons have to dif-
fuse away from line center in order to escape from the
slab, due to the extremely short mean free path at line
center. The mean intensity near line center has a peak
around τ ∼ 104, where the H(1s) photoionization, as well
as the subsequent recombination, which is the major Lyα
photon source, is the strongest. The spectrum decreases
rapidly on the line wing. The fluctuations in the spec-
tra are due to the statistical noise in the Monte Carlo
simulation. Since the number densities of H(2`) are pro-
portional to the J¯Lyα, this fluctuation also appears in the
H(2`) number densities curve, and other curves such as
heating rates.
At the top of the model, for pressures P < 3 ×
10−3 µbar, the gas is fully ionized and the contribution to
the number density of electrons by metal species is negli-
gible. The gas is optically thin to LyC photons, thus the
ionization rate and heating rate per particle are nearly
constant. In this region n1s ≈ n2eαB/Γ1s ∝ P 2. The
gas temperature is set by the balance of H(1s) photo-
electric heating and line cooling by Mg II for solar Mg
abundance or Lyα for low Mg abundance. The cooling
rate nMgIIneΛMg ≈ n1sQ1s ∝ P 2. Because the nMgII
increases faster than P (see Figure 5), the gas temper-
ature is regulated to T ∝ 1/ logP near temperatures
T = 9000− 13, 000 K, shown in Figure 3.
Note that the ionized region of the hydrostatic model
at P . 3 × 10−4 µbar may have an unphysically high
temperature, as the inclusion of a hydrodynamic outflow
and adiabatic cooling may be important in this region, as
in the well-studied case of HD 209458b (e.g. Yelle 2004).
However, inspection of Figure 5 shows that the H(2`)
and Na I densities are negligible in this region, and hence
errors in the temperature profile there will not affect the
Hα and Na transit depth.
H(1s) is the main absorber of the stellar LyC flux over
the majority of the energy range. Besides H(1s), the 2s-
shell of O I absorbs most photons with energy above 538
eV, and C and Si are the main absorbers of the pho-
tons below 13.6 eV in the atomic layer. The atmosphere
becomes optically thick to 400 A˚ photons at the pres-
sure of ∼ 5× 10−3 µbar. The strong stellar flux between
100 and 400 A˚ causes the local maximum in the T − P
profile. Photoelectric heating from ionization of H(1s)
contributes the large peak in Figure 4 over the pressure
range P = 10−3 − 10−1 µbar. Below that, it continues
to be an important source of heating, with absorption
of successively higher energy photons with depth, and
ionization by secondary electrons becoming important.
There is a narrow region near P ∼ 1µbar where heat-
ing due to electron impact de-excitation of H(2`) domi-
nates. Ultimately the heating in this region is due to the
Lyα radiation, which excites the atoms to the n=2 state.
Near the base, at P = 1 − 10µbar, metal photoelectric
heating from ionization of Si, O, and C dominates the
heating. Na line cooling is the dominant coolant below
P = 0.5µbar. Above that, assuming solar Mg abun-
dance, Mg line cooling dominates, among which Mg I
4571 contributes most at P > 0.4 µbar while Mg II
contributes most above. Lyα line would be the major
coolant instead if the Mg abundance is low.
Hence near the base of the model, both heating and
cooling are controlled by metal species, and the tem-
perature is not sensitive to an overall shift in metallicity.
Above P = 1µbar, the temperature is sensitive to metal-
licity, and eliminating a single important coolant could
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Figure 4. Major heating (Qn, solid lines) and cooling (Λnen) rates versus pressure (P ). The line cooling profiles (dashed lines) present
the radiative cooling of Lyα and the metal lines listed in Table 4.
make a difference, with Mg and Na-poor atmospheres ex-
pected to be hotter and more extended. Since this region
is important for the Hα and Na transmission spectrum,
the temperature, with it’s dependence on the metallic-
ity, may be an important parameter in understanding
the transmission spectrum.
Lyα line center optical depth versus height for the fidu-
cial model is also shown in Figure 3. Near the base
of the atomic layer, τ ∝ P ∝ n(H(1s)), since ground
state hydrogen is the dominant species. However, above
P = 2 × 10−3 µbar, hydrogen is predominantly ionized,
and the optical depth decreases outward approximately
as τ ∝ n(H(1s)) ∝ n2p ∝ P 2 in ionization equilibrium.
At the outer boundary of the model, τ drops abruptly to
zero due to the τ = 0 boundary condition there.
The most abundant species in Figure 5 are electrons
and protons above P = 5 × 10−3 µbar, and H(1s) be-
low. Recall that ionization of He is ignored in this pa-
per, and that He is assumed to be neutral and have solar
abundance. The electron number density stays nearly
constant in the deeper part of the atomic layer because
both the ionization and the recombination rates are in-
sensitive to altitude and temperature. The ionization
is dominated by the photoionization from H(2`) in this
region and a flat H(2`) number densities lead to a flat
ionization rate (see Figure 6). From the near equality
ne ' np, ionization of hydrogen supplies most of the
electrons down to 1µbar, and first ionized Mg and Si are
important below. The ionization state of O closely fol-
lows that of H because of the very large O and H charge
exchange rate. The atmosphere becomes opaque to the
stellar flux above 10.4 eV due to the absorption by S I
and C I. The atmosphere is transparent to stellar flux
below the S I ionization threshold throughout the model.
The ionization of Na I and K I is dominated by collisional
ionization at the level above 0.1 µbar.
Near the base of the model, the density of H2 rises
rapidly, and is only slightly less abundant than H(1s). In
a more complete model it is expected that the inclusion
of strong molecular cooling due to e.g. H+3 and H2O
would cause the temperature near the base to be even
lower and nH2 to be even larger.
The combination of large Lyα intensity J¯Lyα ∝ P−1
(see Figure 7) and increasing H(1s) density with depth
gives rise to an approximately flat H(2`) densities around
104 cm−3 over two decades in pressure near the base of
atomic layer.
The number densities of Na I and H(2`) are similar in
the pressure region between 10−2µbar and 10−1µbar. In
Section 7, it will be shown that τ ∼ 1 for Na D and
Hα in this pressure region. This leads to similar transit
depths for the Hα and Na D transmission lines, in agree-
ment with the observations of Cauley et al. (2016) and
Wyttenbach et al. (2015).
Shown in Figure 6, the photoionization rate from H(1s)
dominates the H ionization rate in the top layer of the
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an approximately flat H(2`) density around 104 cm−3 over two decades in pressure near the base of thermosphere. The number densities
of Na I and H(2`) are comparable in the pressure region between 10
−2µbar and 10−1µbar, where the line center optical depths of Hα and
Na D are near unity (see Figure 11).
atmosphere, and becomes constant after the atmosphere
becomes optically thick to the LyC photons. The pho-
toionization from H(2`) takes over for the region P &
10−1 µbar. The rate of charge exchange between O and
H can be very high, but they almost cancel each other
and leave a small net effect. The collisional ionization by
secondary e generated by the photoionization of metals
(
∑
m Γ
2nd
m nm) becomes large at P > 1 µbar.
The H radiative recombination cascade process dom-
inates the Lyα photon production throughout the sim-
ulation domain. The radiative decay after a thermal e
collisional excitation from 1s state has a narrow peak in
creating Lyα photon near 10−2 µbar. The collisional ex-
citation by e generated by the photoionization of H(1s)
(Γ2nd1s n1s) and metals (
∑
m Γ
2nd
m nm) becomes important
in creating Lyα photons near the top and base of the
atomic layer respectively.
The stellar Lyα photons incident through the surface
and the photons generated above 10−2 µbar can mostly
escape through the top boundary. In contrast, the pho-
tons emitted below 0.1 µbar are mostly absorbed during
the resonant scattering processes due to the high optical
depth. The Lyα flux at the bottom boundary is about
40 erg cm−2 s−1.
The total LyC flux absorbed inside the simulation do-
main, is FLyC = 2.6 × 104 erg cm−2 s−1. Besides the
2.0 × 104 erg cm−2 s−1 stellar Lyα flux that mostly re-
flects back out, a net 9.6 × 103 erg cm−2 s−1 flux leav-
ing the atmosphere originated from the Lyα emission
inside the atmosphere. In comparison, integrating the
source function in Equation 35 over height, solid angle
and frequency, the total column Lyα internal emission is
1.6 × 104 erg cm−2 s−1. And the flux of Lyα that hits
the bottom boundary is 44 erg cm−2 s−1.
Because the photoionization of an H(2`) is followed
by a radiative recombination cascade, emitting another
Lyα photon, these two processes taken together can be
thought of not as sources or sinks, but as a redistribu-
tion in photon energy. The absorption of a photon on
the wing, and its subsequent re-emission at line center
make it harder for the photon to escape the atmosphere.
The most important remaining “real” photon sources are
excitation by secondary e, and radiative recombination
cascade of a p which was collisionally ionized by high
energy photoelectron. The “real” photon sinks are col-
lisional de-excitation, photoionization of metals by Lyα,
and 2 photon decay.
A breakdown of line profile weighted mean intensity,
J¯Lyα, in terms of the different sources is given in Fig-
ure 7. The external Lyα directly from star stays nearly
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constant above 0.05 µbar. Because the incident stel-
lar Lyα is peaked at the frequency that is more than 5
Doppler widths away from the line center, the cross sec-
tion to these photons in the Lorentzian wing is about
105 smaller than the cross section in the line center.
Most stellar Lyα photons can directly penetrate to the
P ∼ 10−2µbar level, which leads to a nearly constant
intensity above this layer. Radiative recombination cas-
cades are important at 10−3 − 10−2 µbar and below 0.1
µbar, with secondary e excitation becoming the second
largest source deeper than 1 µbar.
The Lyα mean intensity near the base can be estimated
by assuming a local balance of frequency-integrated
sources and sinks, giving J ' SL. Here J is the fre-
quency integrated mean intensity, S is the frequency in-
tegrated source function, and L is the total path length
traversed by the photon before it is destroyed. The pho-
ton source is insensitive to altitude as shown in Figure 6.
For a sink given by true absorption due to photoioniza-
tion of metals, the mean intensity is
J ' SL = S
nmσm,pi(νLyα)
. (37)
The photoionization cross section of metals by Lyα pho-
tons, σm,pi(νLyα), is independent of altitude and fre-
quency. The number densities of Mg I, Si I, Na I, and K I
scale proportional or slightly steeper than P . As a result,
the J ∝ P−1. Next consider collisional de-excitation and
2 photon decay, for which
J ' S−1lmfp
= S
(
3A2p→1s
4neC2→1s(T ) +A2s→1s
)(
1
n1sσ1s(ν0)
)
, (38)
where  is the probability of excitation not followed by
de-excitation, and lmfp is the line center mean free path.
Because ne, C2→1s(T ) are insensitive to altitude, J ∝
P−1 in this case also.
To show the reliability of the approximations given in
Equation 14, which are used in the hydrostatic model,
the results for the H(1s) number density and temperature
were plugged back to the full hydrogen level population
code described in Section 3. Figure 8 compares the ap-
proximate result and the full calculation for the ne, n2s,
and n2p. The approximation holds for the whole simula-
tion region. The n2s and n2p obtained from both meth-
ods are almost identical except the approximate method
slightly underestimates the n2s at the very top of the at-
mosphere, due to the fact that the contribution from re-
combination and collisional excitation is not completely
negligible there. The ne obtained from the hydrogen level
population calculation is slightly larger in the majority
of the regions except the part that is close to the inner
boundary. It is because that, in the hydrogen level popu-
lation calculation, the secondary ionization due to metal
species (see Equation 23) is not included, and the recom-
binations are only included up to n = 6, while the case B
recombination rate used in the hydrostatic model sums
over all levels.
The number density of H(n = 3) obtained from the
level population is also shown in the Figure 8. Because
an optically thin stellar Hα intensity is applied and Lyβ
radiation transfer is not carefully considered, the number
density of H(n = 3) shown here is only a rough estimate.
Nevertheless, the low number density indicates that the
Paschen series absorption features are unlikely to be ob-
served.
7. TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM
For a planet at distance d from the observer, with uni-
form intensity Iν over the stellar disk, the measured flux
is
Fν =
2piIν
d2
∫ R?
0
e−τν(b)bdb, (39)
where τν(b) is the optical depth along a trajectory asso-
ciated with the impact parameter b. The optical depth
can be divided into a continuum part, τc(b), which is in-
dependent of frequency over the line, and the line opacity
part due to absorption by H(2`),
τl,ν(b) = 2
∫ √R2top−b2
0
(n2sσ2s + n2pσ2p)ds, (40)
where s is the line of sight distance. The continuum ab-
sorption is then approximated as complete for b < Rp
and zero for b > Rp. The continuum integral then be-
comes as
F (c)ν ≡ Fν − F (c)ν
=
2piIν
d2
∫ R?
0
e−τcbdb = Iν
pi(R2? −R2p)
d2
, (41)
where Rp is the radius of the planet due to the continuum
opacity. The difference in flux due to total opacity and
continuum opacity is then
∆Fν =
2piIν
d2
∫ R?
0
(
e−τc(b)−τl,ν(b) − e−τc(b)
)
bdb. (42)
The contribution from both terms is zero for b < Rp
due to the continuum opacity, and there is no continuum
absorption outside that range, and so this expression can
be rewritten
∆Fν =
2piIν
d2
∫ R?
Rp
(
e−τl,ν(b) − 1
)
bdb. (43)
Equivalent to the transmission spectrum defined in the
observations (e.g. Cauley et al. (2015)), the fractional
change in flux, relative to the continuum integral at the
same frequency, is then
∆F
F
(ν) ≡ ∆Fν
F
(c)
ν
=
2
R2? −R2p
∫ R?
Rp
(
e−τl,ν(b) − 1
)
bdb. (44)
The ratio ∆F/F will be referred to as the model trans-
mission spectrum.
7.1. Hα and Hβ Transmission Spectrum
From the discussion in Section 5, the Lyα intensity is
small in the molecular layer at r < Rb. As a result, the
H(2`) density there is small, and the region between Rp
and Rb is transparent to Hα.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the Hβ transmission spectrum ob-
served by Cauley et al. (2015) and Cauley et al. (2016), to the
calculated transmission spectrum of the fiducial model, as well as
models with different LyC boost factor ξ and Mg abundance.
Figure 9 shows the model Hα transmission spectrum
and the data from Cauley et al. (2015, 2016). We do
not include the results of Jensen et al. (2012) since these
observations were not performed across a single transit.
The fiducial model discussed in Section 6 is given by the
black line labeled “ξ = 1, Pb = 10µbar”. Given the noise
in the data, the fiducial model is in broad agreement
for both the line center absorption depth and the line
width. The double-peak feature in Cauley et al. (2016)’s
observations, whose amplitude is similar to the fluctua-
tion in the continuum wavelength, cannot be explained
by the model. The wavelengths have been corrected for
the index of refraction of air at “standard condition”,
nHα = 1.0002762, according to Cox (2000). The plot
also shows the effect of a different LyC flux, as denoted
by lines with a different value of the factor ξ and the
metallicity, which will be discussed in the Section 7.5
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and 7.6, respectively.
The base pressure, Pb, is not self-consistently deter-
mined in this study. In order to investigate the depen-
dence of the transmission spectrum on this parameter,
the blue solid line labeled “ξ = 1, Pb = 1µbar” shows a
model with the base of the atomic layer at Pb = 1 µbar.
The line center transit depth is smaller by ' 20% for
Pb = 1 µbar. Changing this boundary causes only
small changes the atmosphere properties, so the Hα be-
comes optically thick at approximately the same pres-
sure. However, because the scale height between 1 µbar
and 10 µbar significantly decreases after switching to
lower temperature and larger mean molecular weight,
the radius in the atomic layer that corresponds to the
same pressure becomes smaller, which leads to a smaller
transit depth. Although we do not expect the transition
from atomic layer to molecular layer to be as high up
as 1 µbar based on Figure 5, a more physical molecular
model is required to produce a more precise transmission
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spectrum.
Figure 10 shows the model Hβ transmission spectrum
and the data from Cauley et al. (2015, 2016). While
the model roughly agrees with the observation, there is
an extra absorption on the blue side of the line, which
cannot explained by the model. Because of the smaller
cross section, Hβ line probes a deeper region in the at-
mosphere compared to Hα. The lower temperature there
leads to a narrower line width. Compared to Hα, the Hβ
observations have larger uncertainty and less significant
transit depth variation.
Figure 11 shows the line center optical depth of the
fiducial model versus impact parameter b. The Hα line
center optical depth reaches the maximum value ∼ 70
for b = Rb, the base of the atomic layer. Although
the optical depth of Hα slightly decreases inward, due
to the (assumed) transparent molecular layer, the opti-
cal depth is still much larger than 1 all the way to the
continuum radius b = Rp. Lecavelier Des Etangs et al.
(2008) showed that the optical depth at the effective ra-
dius is τeq ' 0.561, and is not sensitive to the details
of the atmospheric structure. In the fiducial model, the
effective radius is 9.93×109 cm, corresponding to an Hα
optical depth τ = 0.55 and pressure P = 5.2×10−3 µbar.
The optical depth drops to below ∼ 10−2 at a pressure
10−3 µbar, which means the contribution to Hα absorp-
tion from the atmosphere above this level is small. Deter-
mined by the ratio of oscillator strength and wavelength,
the ratio between the optical depth of Hα and Hβ is 7.3.
To indicate the vertical distribution of Hα and Na
D absorption by the atmosphere, Figure 12 shows the
equivalent width contributed by an annulus of atmo-
sphere with radius b, defined as
dWλ
db
=
2b
R2? −R2p
∫ (
1− e−τl,ν(b)
)
dλ. (45)
For impact parameters in the range Rp < b < Rb,
which go through the molecular layer, the Hα line cen-
ter optical depth is ' 70, and the absorption in the
Lorentzian damping wing is negligible. Therefore, the
base of the atomic layer is in the flat portion of the curve
of growth (Draine 2011). The contribution to the equiv-
alent width decreases slowly inward in this part of the
atmosphere because of the smaller annulus radius and
the lower temperature. It is shown that the atomic layer
of the atmosphere has an approximately uniform contri-
bution to Hα absorption, while the absorption of Hβ is
dominated by the region of P & 0.1 µbar. In princi-
ple, high quality Hα and Hβ observations can be a good
tracer for the vertical structure of the atomic layer.
7.2. Na D Transmission Spectrum
Unlike Hα, the Na D doublet lines are absorbed by
ground state Na, which has high density deep in the at-
mosphere. The molecular layer is not treated in detail
1 With the approximation of the uniform mixing ratio and
isothermal thin atmosphere, the integral in Equation 43 may be
expanded in a series as
∫∞
0 du
(
1− e−βe−u
)
' ln(β)+γ+O(β−2),
where γ ' 0.577 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and β '
n(Rp)σ
√
2piRpH. This formula is valid for β  1. This expansion
then gives τeq = e−γ ' 0.561, in good agreement with Lecavelier
Des Etangs et al. (2008).
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Figure 14. Comparison of the Na D doublet transmission spec-
trum observed by Wyttenbach et al. (2015) binned by 5×, to the
calculated transmission spectrum of the fiducial model, as well as
models with different atomic layer base pressures Pb, LyC boost
factor ξ and metallicity. Note the break in the x-axis. The spectra
of the three models with Pb = 10 µbar and solar abundance are
nearly overlap on each other.
here, rather a simple model with constant (solar abun-
dance) mixing ratio and temperature T = 1140 K is used.
Because Na and Mg are extremely optically thick in the
molecular layer, their number density is not important
in determining the line profile. For simplicity, number
density of Na and Mg are assumed to be equal to the
value at the very base layer of the model. Similar to
Lyα, Na D photons undergo a resonant scattering pro-
cess in the atmosphere, at least at pressures sufficiently
low that collisional de-excitation and collisional broaden-
ing are negligible. An accurate model of the Na D trans-
mission spectrum requires treatment of resonant scatter-
ing by Na I, as well as true absorption and emission by
the atmosphere, which is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. Instead, as was done for Hα in this work, a simple
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e−τl,ν(b) absorption will be used to compute the trans-
mission spectrum. Because the line wings of the Na D
doublet are overlapping, τl,ν(b) uses the sum of the cross
sections for each line of the doublet, evaluated at fre-
quency ν.
Figure 11 shows that the optical depths of the Na D
doublet lines reach τ ∼ 0.5 at P ∼ 10−2 µbar, compa-
rable to that of Hα, agreeing with the inference made
previously based on the similar transit depth of Hα and
Na D. At this altitude, the temperature is ∼ 8500 K,
comparable to the analytic estimate using the difference
between the Na D doublet transit depths discussed in
Section 2. The optical depth of the Na D doublet become
much larger than unity below 1 µbar. Thus Na D absorp-
tion by the atmosphere near the base of the atomic layer
is in the damped portion of the curve of growth, which
explains the large contribution to the equivalent width
shown in Figure 12. However, because of the slow tran-
sit depth variation with frequency on the damping wing,
it is difficult to distinguish the Na D damping wings from
possible additional sources of continuum opacity or ob-
servational error bars. The presence of clouds or hazes
would further complicate the detection of this lower por-
tion of the atmosphere, in spite of its large equivalent
width contribution. The portion of the curve that is
deeper than 10 µbar has no practical meaning because
the value is limited by the wavelength integration range
of the equivalent width.
Figure 13 compares the observed Na D transmission
spectrum from Huitson et al. (2012) and the fiducial
model. The wavelength has been corrected for the index
of refraction of air, nNaD = 1.0002771 according to Cox
(2000). The spectral resolution of the Space Telescope
Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) G750M grating aboard the
HST used in this observation is ∼ 6 times broader than
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of each line in
the Na D doublet. Two methods are used to compare
the model spectrum with the low spectral resolution ob-
servation. The first method is described in Huitson et al.
(2012), and is shown as a black histogram. The model
spectrum is binned to the STIS instrument resolution,
2 pixels, since the G750M grating gives a resolution ∼2
pixels at 5893 A˚. Care is required since the absorption
depth of the binned spectrum near each line center de-
pends on the wavelength range used for binning. In view
of this, the second method, shown as a blue solid curve,
convolves the model spectrum with a Gaussian profile
with FWHM matching the instrument resolution (2 pixel
widths). For both methods, to imitate the process of
normalization to the continuum outside the regions of
interest which been done in observational data reducing,
the Na absorption depth at 5912 A˚ is subtracted out and
treated as the continuum.
Figure 14 compares the high resolution Na D trans-
mission spectrum observed by Wyttenbach et al. (2015)
with the fiducial model, as well as models with different
atomic layer base pressures Pb, ξ and metallicity, equiv-
alent to the models shown in Figure 9. In comparing to
the Hα transmission spectrum, recall that the line width
of Na is narrower as compared to Hα due to the larger
mean atomic weight of Na. To reduce the noise, the data
plotted are binned by 5×. The resulting 0.05 A˚ bin width
is equal to the FWHM of the average spectrograph line
spread function, and is ∼ 3 times narrower than the Na D
FWHM. On top of the 2.3 km s−1 shift to the red which
accounts for the systemic velocity, the data were shifted
by 10 km s−1 to the red to cancel the observed blueshift
from an unknown source described in Wyttenbach et al.
(2015). Similar to the treatment in Figure 13, the cor-
rection from the index of refraction and continuum flux
are made to the simulated spectrum. No binning or con-
volving is required because the spectral features are well
resolved.
The line center absorption depths generated by the
models agree with the Na D spectrum in both observa-
tions roughly to the level of the observational error bars.
Note that there is a strong absorption feature on the red
side of the line center which cannot be explained by the
model.
7.3. Retrieval of the Temperature Profile from Na D
Transmission Spectra
To measure the temperature versus altitude profile
from the Na D transmission spectrum, r(λ), Lecavelier
Des Etangs et al. (2008) applied the analytic model
r(λ) = H ln(σ(λ)) + constant, (46)
which is derived for a plane-parallel isothermal atmo-
sphere with uniform mixing ratio of Na I and scale height
H = kBT/µmpg. Here σ(λ) is the summed cross section
from each line of the Na D doublet, and a Voigt pro-
file at the local temperature is used. The wavelength-
independent constant term is determined by the radius
at continuum wavelengths. If the temperature and abun-
dance vary slowly with altitude, an approximate scale
height H of the atmosphere at a certain radius can be
derived from H = (dr/dλ)/(d lnσ/dλ). Then, applying
a mean molecular weight µ, the local temperature T (r)
at r(λ) can be computed from the fitted value of H.
Methods similar to this were applied by Huitson et
al. (2012) and Wyttenbach et al. (2015) to measure the
upper atmosphere temperature from their observed Na
transmission spectra. The atmosphere was assumed to
be molecular with µ = 2.3 in both studies. To decrease
the uncertainty of the temperature measurement due to
noise in the observed r(λ) profile, Huitson et al. (2012)
broke the spectrum into small wavelength intervals, and
fit r(λ) in each interval by varying H and the constant.
Wyttenbach et al. (2015) also broke the spectrum into
intervals, and fit for H in each spectral region, but with
a fixed value for the constant term in Equation 46 in each
interval. As a result, if connecting the fitting curves from
separate wavelength ranges together, the joined curve is
not continuous in both the slope and value of the tran-
sit depth at the boundary between adjacent wavelength
ranges.
The measured temperatures near line center in both
studies are more than a factor of 2 lower than the model
temperature here (see Figure 16) over the relevant re-
gion of the atmosphere. This is in spite of their using a
mean molecular weight µ = 2.3, which assumes molec-
ular hydrogen, while here the mean molecular weight in
the atomic layer is closer to µ ' 1.3, smaller by a factor
of 2. Such a large difference in temperature cannot be
explained by the abundance variations due to ionization
seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the fiducial model transmission spec-
trum and two different fits at a single point (circled) using the
isothermal transit radius approximation in Equation 46. The black
line shows the transit radius of the Na I 5890 line for the fiducial
“ξ = 1, Pb = 10µbar” model (see Figures 13 and 14). The red
curve is chosen to agree with the value of the transit radius at
r(λ) = 1.057Rp, and with the continuum r(λ) on the line wing.
This requires a temperature T = 2830 K, assuming µ = 2.3. The
blue curve is chosen to have the same slope as the black curve at
the circled point, which requires T = 6010 K for µ = 2.3.
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Figure 16. Retrieved temperature profile using two different fit-
ting strategies shown in Figure 15. Temperature profile fitted from
the observed Na D transmission spectrum obtained by Wyttenbach
et al. (2015) is shown with red circles.
One indication that higher temperatures than found
in Huitson et al. (2012) and Wyttenbach et al. (2015)
are required comes from the inferred range of density be-
tween line center and line wing. A lower temperature
means a larger density difference between the base of the
atmosphere, where the continuum forms, and higher al-
titudes where the line center forms. An underestimate
of this density decrease can be found by using the high-
est fitted temperature used in Wyttenbach et al. (2015),
T = 3270 K, and mean molecular weight µ = 2.3. As-
suming the pressure is large, 1 bar at the continuum al-
titude, also errs on the side of high density higher in the
atmosphere. With these two assumptions, an isother-
mal atmosphere gives the pressure 5× 10−5 µbar at the
line center altitude 1.27× 104 km. To be optically thick
to the Na I 5890 line, the ground state density must be
nNaI & (σNaD2
√
2pirH)−1 ' 102 cm−3, where σNaD2 is
the line center cross section of Na I 5890. This requires
a ∼ 10−6 mixing ratio of Na I which means Na has to
be mostly neutral at this altitude if the atmosphere is
in solar abundance. However, because the atmosphere is
optically thin to the stellar flux at this pressure, Na is
significantly ionized (see the left hand side of Figure 5).
Therefore, the highest temperature measured in Wyt-
tenbach et al. (2015) may underestimate the line center
temperature formed high in the atmosphere.
For sufficiently high spectral resolution data, r(λ), with
high signal to noise for each data point, and for an atmo-
sphere which is nearly isothermal and with small abun-
dance gradients, the temperature of the atmosphere will
be accurately recovered using Equation 46 in the plane-
parallel limit. However, in an atmosphere where temper-
ature increases upward rapidly, this method tends to un-
derestimate the temperature (Wyttenbach et al. 2015).
The problem is exacerbated when the opacity is provided
by the line’s Doppler core at the altitudes of interest.
To better understand the retrieval of a temperature
profile for the non-isothermal, non-constant abundance
case, an example is given here to fit the fiducial model
r(λ) (see Figures 13 and 14) with the isothermal profile in
Equation 46. This eliminates measurement errors in the
data, and a fine enough grid of points is used so that nu-
merical error is negligible. The black curve in Figure 15
shows the fiducial model for the Na I 5890 absorption
profile, the same as in Figure 14. Two methods are used
to fit Equation 46 to the fiducial model. “Method 1”
is equivalent to that in Wyttenbach et al. (2015). The
constant term in Equation 46 is chosen in order that
the absorption depth is 0 at 5912 A˚, on the line wing.
The temperature T (r) at each radius r(λ) is determined
by matching the value of the transit radius using Equa-
tion 46 to the fiducial model. A mean molecular weight
µ = 2.3 is used, as in Wyttenbach et al. (2015). Fig-
ure 15 shows an example of a Method 1 fit with T = 2830
K, which matches the value of the absorption depth at
R = 1.057Rp. When the value is fitted, the slope will be
smaller than that of the fiducial model. “Method 2” is
equivalent to that in Huitson et al. (2012). By adjusting
H and the constant term at each r(λ), Equation 46 is
used to match the slope of the fiducial model transit ra-
dius. Again µ = 2.3 is used. Figure 15 shows an example
of a Method 2 fit with T = 6010 that is tangent to the
fiducial model r(λ) curve at R = 1.057Rp.
The retrieved temperature profiles for Method 1 and
Method 2 are compared to the fiducial model tempera-
ture profile in Figure 16. For comparison, the Method
1 temperature profile estimated from the data by Wyt-
tenbach et al. (2015) is shown as the points with error
bars. Given that there is no numerical noise in this ex-
ample, as the isothermal r(λ) is fit to a theoretical model,
the disagreement between the Method 1 and Method 2
fits and the true temperature profile is quite large. The
disagreement would be even larger if the more appro-
priate µ ' 1.3 was used near line center. Method 1
can reasonably retrieve the temperature in the molecular
layer, where the fiducial model temperature is constant
and µ = 2.3. However, the retrieved temperature in the
atomic layer is lower than the fiducial model where the
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Figure 17. The calculated Mg II 2795 transmission spectrum
of the fiducial model, as well as models with different LyC boost
factor ξ and Mg abundance.
temperature increases outward. Although the retrieved
temperature is still higher than the points from Wytten-
bach et al. (2015), this example partially explains the
lower inferred temperature in that work as compared to
the fiducial model in this work.
Retrieving the temperature from a high resolution
spectrum using Method 2 will significantly overestimate
the temperature. In the Doppler core, Equation 46 gives
r(λ)− r(λ0) =−H
(
∆ν
∆νD
)2
'−6000 km
(
∆λ
0.1 A˚
)2
, (47)
independent of temperature. Equation 47 shows that the
slope gets steeper further from line center. This contin-
ues until the damping wing is reached, where the slope
becomes more shallow. Therefore, Equation 47, evalu-
ated near the core-wing boundary, gives the maximum
slope of transit radius with ∆λ for the isothermal pro-
file. By contrast, the fiducial model r(λ) is steeper than
Equation 47 in the line core because the absorption by a
higher and hotter atmosphere layer produces a broader
absorption than if the temperature is constant. As the
result, the slope of a section of the fiducial model near
the line core is too steep and Equation 46 cannot produce
such a steep slope for any temperature. In addition, near
the line core, the slope of r(λ) for the fiducial model also
depends on the Na I abundance gradient. Collisional ion-
ization by thermal electrons and Lyα photoionization de-
crease the Na ionization fraction at level above 0.1 µbar
(see Figure 5), which can decrease the slope near the line
center.
These results suggest that the isothermal model may
not accurately retrieve a rapidly rising temperature pro-
file (see also Heng et al. (2015)). In comparison, fitting
the whole wavelength range with an atmosphere model
contains several isothermal layers, or a single layer with a
continuous temperature profile may better constrain the
atmosphere temperature.
7.4. Mg Transmission Spectrum
Figure 17 shows the model predicted transmission
spectrum of Mg II 2795, one of the Mg II doublets. No
correction of index of refraction has been applied. As-
suming solar metalicity, almost the entire atmosphere in
the simulation region is optically thick to Mg lines at the
line center, because of the high abundance and shallower
dependence on pressure (see Figure 5). In this case, the
line center transit depth is ∼ 5%, 3 times larger than the
planet transit depth in continuum. In contrast, assum-
ing the abundance of Mg is 10−4 of the solar value, the
transit depth is ∼ 0.8%. The model predicts very sim-
ilar transmission spectra for Mg II 2803 and Mg I 2852
line. Because of the probable large transit depth and its
strong impact on the physical properties of the atmo-
sphere, the transmission spectra of Mg resonant lines in
middle UV might be a good target to constrain the hot
Jupiter upper atmosphere.
7.5. Impact of LyC Flux on Transit Depth
HD 189733 is known to be an active star (Boisse et
al. 2009; Pillitteri et al. 2014, 2015). To show the de-
pendence of the transmission spectrum on the stellar
EUV/X-ray flux, two more models with an extra LyC
flux multiplier factor ξ = 1/4 and ξ = 4 are applied.
Figure 9 and 10 show that a stronger LyC flux will make
the Hα and Hβ transit depth deeper. This is consistent
with the conclusion in Cauley et al. (2017) that the Hα
transit showing the largest absorption value occurs when
the star is the most active. In comparison, Figure 14
shows that LyC flux has no effect on the NaD transmis-
sion spectrum. The reason of this difference is that the
Na D transmission spectrum depends on the temperature
or scale height of the atmosphere as well as Na ionization
fraction below 10−2 µbar. Above the level of 10−1 µbar,
collisional ionization dominate Na ionization. Although
the temperature of the atmosphere increases with the ξ,
the effect of increasing scale height is canceled by the Na
higher ionization fraction. In contrast, the ionization of
H is not sensitive to the temperature. Instead, Balmer
lines depend on the Lyα intensity in this region, which
is larger for a strong LyC flux environment. The Balmer
lines transmission spectra also become slightly broader
in the strong LyC flux case, because the lines become
optically thick at higher and hotter part of the atmo-
sphere in this case. This indicates that Balmer lines are
the better tracer of atmosphere temperature compared
to Na doublets. Comparing the variability of the transit
depths of the Hα and Na D lines is a possible method to
break the degeneracy between the transit depth variabil-
ity due to blocking an active region on the star surface
and the change in the atmosphere due to stellar activity.
7.6. Impact of Metallicity on Transit Depth
The metallicity is crucial in the model presented in this
paper, but its value is uncertain. Since Mg is the dom-
inant coolant in the model, a model that reduces the
Mg abundance to 10−4 of the solar value is calculated to
assess the effect of metallicity on the transmission spec-
trum. Because the atmosphere is warmer and more ex-
tended without Mg cooling, the transit depths of Hα and
Hβ become deeper, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. The
transit depth of Na is insensitive to the Mg abundance
because of the trade off between atmosphere scale height
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and ionization fraction discussed in 7.5. The relatively
large transit depth difference between two models with
and without Mg indicates that high precision Balmer and
Mg transmission spectrum measurements can constrain
the metallicity in the upper atmosphere.
8. DISCUSSION
8.1. Other Possible Cooling Mechanisms
Adiabatic cooling is another potential cooling mecha-
nism discussed in the literature. Koskinen et al. (2013a)
constructed an atmosphere model for a similar hot
Jupiter HD 209458b. In their model, the stellar heat-
ing is mainly balanced by adiabatic cooling. Compared
with HD 189733b system, the LyC flux of HD 209458
is weaker and the orbit of HD 209458b is further away
from the star. They also introduced a factor of 1/4 re-
duction on stellar flux to account for uniform day-night
heat redistribution. As a result of these differences, the
heating rate of Koskinen et al. (2013a) HD 209458b at-
mosphere model is more than 20 times smaller than the
rate in our HD 189733b model. On the other hand, the
adiabatic cooling does not differ much in two systems
because of the similar mass loss rate (Murray-Clay et al.
2009). Therefore, the adiabatic cooling is unlikely to be
the answer in the case of HD 189733b.
The effect of the adiabatic cooling of the model here
can be estimated with an assumed mass loss rate. In-
cluding the adiabatic cooling in the pressure coordinate
system according to Bildsten (1998), the entropy equa-
tion takes the following form,
∑
H −
∑
C =
CpM˙Tρgp
4piR2pP
(
∇ad − d lnT
d lnP
)
, (48)
where
∑
H and
∑
C stand for the sum of heating and
cooling rates respectively as shown in the right and left
hand side of Equation 24, ∇ad = (d lnT/d lnP )S is the
adiabatic temperature gradient at constant entropy, M˙
is the mass loss rate, and Cp is the specific heat per unit
mass at constant pressure. In the fiducial model, the
temperature gradient is about dT/dr = 5×10−7 K cm−1
at the radius that 13.6 eV photon becomes optically
thick, where most LyC photons get absorbed. Ap-
plying the mass-loss rate M˙ = 4 × 109 g s−1 sug-
gested by Salz et al. (2016) using a hydrodynamic es-
caping atmosphere model, the adiabatic cooling rate is
1.1× 10−8 erg cm−3 s−1 and the first term in the Equa-
tion 48 is the dominant source. Compared to the heat-
ing and cooling rates shown in Figure 4, the adiabatic
cooling is more than two orders of magnitude smaller in
the region where Hα mostly absorbed, and may only be-
come important in the region above P ∼ 3× 10−4 µbar.
The mass-loss rate may be model dependent. An up-
per bound for the mass loss rate can be found using
the energy-limited escape rate (Murray-Clay et al. 2009),
which assumes all LyC flux converts to unbinding the at-
mosphere. The LyC flux FLyC = 2.6× 104 erg cm−2 s−1
corresponds to the energy-limited mass-loss rate M˙ =
3 × 1011 g s−1. In this case, the adiabatic cooling rate
is 8 × 10−7 erg cm−3 s−1 and still has a less than 15%
effect in the region mainly concerned.
8.2. Comparing with Other Hot Jupiter Upper
Atmosphere Models
Christie et al. (2013)— The present study agrees with the
conclusion in Christie et al. (2013) that the 2p occupa-
tion is set by radiative excitation and de-excitation, and
as an improvement, we include a Lyα radiation trans-
fer inside the atmosphere instead of applying a constant
solar Lyα intensity. Because of the ∼ 30 times stronger
stellar Lyα intensity of HD 189733 comparing to the Sun
and considering the Lyα photons generated inside the at-
mosphere due to collisional excitation and recombination
cascades, the Lyα mean intensity should be ∼ 100 times
larger for the majority of the atomic layer. In addition,
because Christie et al. (2013) underestimates the n2p by a
factor of 20 due to a math error, the n2p should be signif-
icantly larger in the whole simulation domain, and thus
the atmosphere is optically thick to Hα mainly due to the
absorption of H(2p). The observed Hα absorption width
agrees well with an optically thick atmosphere model.
Because of the much larger n2`, the photoionization
of H(2`) is larger compared to photoionization of the
ground state in the atomic layer. Hence the ne and np
in this work is ∼ 10 times larger.
Considering the proton collisional `-mixing process
with rate ∼ 10 times larger than electron collisional pro-
cess, as well as the large H(2p) population, the creation
of 2s hydrogen is dominated by `-mixing rather than col-
lisional excitation considered in Christie et al. (2013). As
a result, 2s and 2p reach collisional equilibrium.
In addition, it is shown that the metal lines are crucial
in cooling the atmosphere. Assuming solar abundance,
lines of Mg and Na can cool the atomic layer by ' 2000−
3000 K.
Menager et al. (2013)— Menager et al. (2013) investi-
gate the Lyα emission and reflection by the atmosphere
of HD 189733b. The temperature and electron, hydro-
gen, and helium number density profiles of HD 189733b
from the Koskinen et al. (2011) unpublished model were
applied. The temperature, ne, np, and nH are in broad
agreement with the profiles presented in this paper in
the corresponding pressure range. According to a sim-
ilar model of HD 209458b presented in Koskinen et al.
(2013a), it should be a one-dimensional hydrodynamic
model of the upper atmosphere considering hydrogen and
helium constructed on top of a full photochemical model
of the lower atmosphere. They chose the average solar
flux as their stellar spectrum, which is ∼ 10 times smaller
than the synthetic spectrum from MUSCLES. Different
from the photoelectron heating efficiency η(E) calculated
at the fixed ionization fraction xe = 0.1 throughout the
model, or a constant η applied in the Koskinen et al.
(2013a), a η based on the local xe is used in this work.
The temperature in the HD 189733b model of Kosk-
inen et al. (2011) reachs a peak of about 13000 K at a
pressure of 3× 10−4 µbar. The adiabatic cooling lowers
the temperature at higher altitude. Their temperature
at pressure range 10−3 to 1 µbar is higher by about 3000
K. Two possible reasons of this difference are Koskinen
et al. (2013a) do not consider metal lines cooling, which
are the dominant cooling mechanisms in our model, and
conduction is not included in this work, which is a net
heating in this pressure range according to their result.
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Their temperature decreases much faster with pressure
above 1 µbar comparing to Figure 3. The lack of molec-
ular cooling in this work is the possible reason. Their ne
decreases slowly with pressure in the atomic layer and is
∼ 10 times smaller at 10 µbar compared to this work.
This difference is the result of missing the photoioniza-
tion from H(2s), which is the dominant ionization mech-
anism in this region.
In the Lyα radiation transfer simulation of Menager
et al. (2013), the Lyα photons emitted by the star and
by the planetary atmosphere are considered. However,
when considering the Lyα photon emitted by the plane-
tary atmosphere, the Lyα photon created through recom-
bination cascades is not included. In order to calculate
the Lyα thermal excitation in the atmosphere, the num-
ber densities of 2s and 2p states hydrogen are modeled
with a level population study. In the 2p state level equa-
tion, Lyα excitation, which completely dominates the 2p
state, is not included. In addition, because the p colli-
sional `-mixing process is missing in their model, the 2`
state number densities result shown are affected.
Menager et al. (2013) claimed that the thermal emis-
sion of HD 189733b contributes to 6% of the total
intensity of the Lyα line. In the fiducial model of
this work, this ratio is 9.6 × 103 erg cm−2 s−1/(2.0 ×
104 erg cm−2 s−1 +9.6×103 erg cm−2 s−1) = 32%. This
ratio strongly depends on the metallicity as well as the
stellar LyC to Lyα flux ratio.
9. CONCLUSION
A detailed one-dimensional hydrostatic atmosphere
model is constructed over the region dominated by
atomic hydrogen and comparison of model transmission
spectra to the data has been made. An atomic hydrogen
level population calculation and a Monte-Carlo Lyα ra-
diation transfer are done to model the abundance of 2`
state hydrogen. The model transmission spectra of Hα,
Hβ, and Na are in broad agreement with the HD 189733b
data for both the line center absorption depth and the
line width, although the comparison is complicated by
the observed variability.
The Lyα radiation transfer shows that the Lyα has a
very broad line width with a flat top due to the resonant
scattering process. The line profile weighted mean inten-
sity J¯Lyα is large and approximately constant down to
the P = 0.1 µbar level of the atmosphere. Lyα photons
created inside the atmosphere and incident from the star
are both important. The Lyα source function extends
deep into the atmosphere due to ionization from pro-
gressively higher energy stellar LyC photons. The stel-
lar Lyα photon can penetrate into very large line center
optical depth because the stellar Lyα intensity is much
boarder than the Doppler width inside the atmosphere.
The stellar Lyα photons incident through the surface and
the photons generated above 10−2 µbar can mostly es-
cape through the top boundary. In contrast, the pho-
tons emitted below 0.1 µbar are mostly absorbed during
the resonant scattering processes due to the high optical
depth. For P & 0.1 µbar, J¯Lyα ∝ P−1.
The n2p is determined by the radiative rates between
1s and 2p throughout the simulation domain because of
the large Lyα intensity. The 2s and 2p states reach col-
lisional equilibrium by the large p collisional `-mixing
rate, which was overlooked in this context. The com-
bination of the decreasing Lyα excitation rates and the
increasing hydrogen density gives rise to a nearly flat
n2` over two decades in pressure. This layer is opti-
cally thick to Hα, and the temperature is in the range
T ' 3000 − 8500 K. Both Hα and NaD are optically
thick up to the level P ∼ 10−2 µbar, which corresponds
to the atomic layer of the atmosphere. Assuming solar
abundance, radiative cooling due to metal species domi-
nates over the entire model, with Mg and Na being the
two most important species. The model shows that Mg II
may have a very large transit depth assuming solar abun-
dance, which might be a good target to constrain the
atmospheric properties.
Additional models computed for a range of the stel-
lar LyC flux find transit depth of Hα changes with LyC
level, suggesting that the variability in Hα transit depth
may be due to variability in the stellar LyC. In contrast,
the Na absorption profile is insensitive to the LyC level.
Since metal lines provide the dominant cooling of this
part of the atmosphere, the atmosphere structure is sen-
sitive to the density of species such as Mg and Na, which
may themselves be constrained by observations. Lastly,
since the Hα and Na D lines have comparable absorp-
tion depths for the same spectral resolution, we argue
that the center of the Na D lines are also formed in the
atomic layer where the Hα line is formed.
The present model is in agreement with the observed
Na D transmission spectrum by Huitson et al. (2012)
and Wyttenbach et al. (2015), although the inferred at-
mospheric temperature is significantly larger than that
found assuming an isothermal profile and molecular com-
position. It is shown that the temperature achieved by
fitting each wavelength interval in the observed transmis-
sion spectrum with an isothermal atmosphere model may
not accurately retrieve the original temperature profile,
if the temperature increases rapidly with the altitude.
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APPENDIX
Table 5 contains the transitions from O, C, S, and Si
lines, which are included in the model as cooling pro-
cesses but only have a minor effect on the temperature.
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